
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 8 bricks (per child)

 Stencil set (per child) 

 6 Three-View Detailed 
Diagrams – a double bed, a 
bench, a plane, a television 
set, a picnic table and a 
bulldozer

 2 Blank Three-View 
Schemes – one for the 
picnic table and one for the 
bulldozer (per child)

 Props for being the 
inspector (for you), and for 
being the architect and the 
builder (per child)

 A pencil and a red pencil 
(per child)

20–25 minutes

BRICK BUILT

Note: If you have more than one child doing this session, they should each do their own building and drawing 
activities individually, for all those below. Keep the picnic table and bulldozer drawings hidden for now.

Brick Bed (Analysis and Explanation):

Put the Three-View Detailed Diagram of a double bed out. Ask: How many bricks do I need to build this double 
bed?  (Use the Bird’s Eye View diagram to identify four bricks.) Point to the Nosy Neighbour view and ask: Why is 
there only one brick in this view? (Because the other bricks are hiding behind it.) Discuss where the fourth brick is 
in the Camera Shot – point to the appropriate brick and explain that the missing brick is hiding behind it. Recap: 
Sometimes we cannot see a brick on one of the Three-View Detailed Diagrams, but we can see it on another 
view. So, that is why we use Three-View Detailed Diagrams – to make sure that we can show all the blocks and 
where they go when we draw diagrams, and to help us find them all when we ‘read’ diagrams.

Point to one of the bricks in one of the three views, and ask your child to show you where it is in the other two 
views. Repeat a few times with different bricks. Then explain: It is always a good idea to find the same block on at 
least two diagrams before building because it is easy to make a mistake. For example, a brick, a large half-cube 
and a cuboid all look the same when viewed from the side. Do you remember how architects and engineers use 
dotted lines to help them match the position of blocks in different views?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To develop the ability to analyse, interpret and ‘read’ all three sections of a Three-View 
Detailed Diagram in relation to each other, and be able to build the structures accurately
To develop understanding of the connection between a structure and its Three-View Diagram, 
relating the shapes, relative sizes and spatial relationships between the main features to their functions
To practise building from Three-View Diagrams, and drawing their own for a given structure using a stencil 
To foster the ability to ‘de-centre’ (see things from more than one perspective)
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Your child can locate all the blocks shown in a Three-View Detailed Diagram on a real structure 
and identify each one on the diagrams of the three different views.
Your child can build structures represented in a Three-View Detailed Diagram exactly as shown, 
correlating the different views.
Your child can draw accurate Three-View Detailed Diagrams for given structures.



Now ask them to build the double bed. As they add each brick to their structure, ask them to point to each drawing of that brick on the three views.

The Building Game (Building according to a Three-View Detailed Diagram):

Give your child a set of eight bricks. Put out the Three-View Detailed Diagram of a bench, and ask them to be the builder. Have them put on their 
hat/jacket or other prop. Use verbal prompts to remind them to analyse the diagram before they start to build, for example: Think, how many bricks 
do you need to build this structure? How are you going to make sure the structure is exactly like the diagram? How are you going to position the 
bricks? Which view do you think would be most helpful to look at first, in this case?

Put on your Inspector’s Glasses. Check whether the bench structure is correct, and help them to correct any errors. 

Then ask your child to build the plane and then the television set using the Three-View Detailed Diagrams, using the same process, and then ‘inspect’ 
each one as they finish it.

The Drawing Game (Drawing a Three-View Detailed Diagram of a 3D Structure):

Keep the Three-View Detailed Diagrams of the picnic table and the bulldozer hidden until the end. Build the picnic table below, and then ask your 
child to be the architect that designed this. Have them put on their glasses or other prop, and ask them to draw a Three-View Detailed Diagram, 
using the stencils, on the blank Three-View Scheme provided. Remind them that their drawn blocks must be ‘connected’ and not ‘flying in the air’. 
When they have finished and made any corrections in red pencil, help them to compare it to another architect’s drawings for the same table (the 
Three-View Detailed Diagram of the picnic table provided). 

Repeat the activity with the bulldozer below – you build, they draw and then compare it with the given Three-View Detailed Diagram. 

BRICK BUILT – continued 
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DOUBLE  BED
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BENCH
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PLANE
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PICNIC TABLE
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PICNIC TABLE
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BULLDOZER
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BULLDOZER
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